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Abstract
For many students, learning quantum atomic models raises difficulties
that result from the major differences between quantum-mechanical
perspectives and the classical physics view. After being taught the
probability atomic model, which is traditionally introduced in Germany
in upper secondary school (age 18–19), the understandings of the
overwhelming majority of students differ significantly from the intended
learning outcomes. An alternative atomic model, the descriptive quantum
atomic model ‘Electronium’, is outlined in this paper, and the way in which
it is intended to support students in learning quantum-mechanical concepts
is discussed.

Introduction
This is the first of two linked papers that focus
on the descriptive atomic model ‘Electronium’,
which was developed, in Germany, to facilitate
students’ learning of quantum atomic physics.
In the UK, atomic models are not explicitly
mentioned in the QCA A/AS level subject criteria,
nor are they included in most of the A/AS
specifications. In the AQA ‘B’ specification, for
example, the amplitude of a de Broglie wave is
interpreted as being proportional to the probability
of finding an electron at that point. Despite this
interpretation, the quantization of energies in the
atom is interpreted in terms of fitting a wave
onto the orbit of the electron. Furthermore, there
is an absence of graphics for quantum atomic
models in advanced level physics textbooks (see,
for example, Breithaupt 2000). The models
that are mainly used are spatial and/or energetic
shell models and a Bohr model, which are both
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very limited. It has been argued (Rebello and
Zollman 1999) that the restricted teaching of
energy levels without presenting any visual atomic
models results in students retaining a classical,
mostly planetary orbit, atomic model, and that
the explicit teaching of quantum atomic models is
therefore necessary to overcome limited classical
atomic conceptions.
Learning involves an interaction between the
student and what is taught. Furthermore, since
learning involves a personal sense-making step,
what is learnt is often not the same as what was
taught. Although learning is an individual process,
there are similarities in the learning of different
students. There are certain preconceptions that
many students share. It is therefore possible
to identify knowledge that is relatively easy or
difficult to learn for many students. This study
is based on an approach whereby it is assumed
that it is possible to analyse previous research
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on learning in the domain of quantum atomic
physics in order to predict the students’ responses
to particular approaches to teaching. The aim
is, therefore, to formulate testable teaching
hypotheses about which teaching approaches may
support or inhibit students’ learning, taking into
account the students’ preconceptions.
First of all, an analysis of learning difficulties
associated with the ‘probability’ quantum atomic
model is presented, as a starting point to
considering the alternative ‘Electronium’ model.
A comparative summary of the key features of
the atomic models referred to here is presented
in table 1.

The quantum atomic ‘probability’ model
The probability model is an interpretation of
the solutions (-functions, eigenenergies) of the
Schrödinger equation. The absolute square of
the -function multiplied by a volume V is
interpreted as the probability of finding an electron
in this volume V , if the position of the electron
is measured. Before a measurement is made,
the electron does not have a precise position;
the act of measurement produces this position
and thereby changes the state of the atom. For
this reason it is impossible to make chronological
measurements of the position of the same electron,
which is in a certain stationary state (e.g. the
1s state).
After the first measurement, the
electron is no longer in the 1s state and the
second measurement of this electron therefore
says nothing about that state. According to this
model, the electron can no longer be thought of as
moving along classical trajectories. The graphical
representations (figure 1 shows measurements
with the hydrogen atom in the ground state) that
are often used to illustrate the model show the

Figure 1. The probability model.
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position-measurement results for different atoms
which were in the same stationary state before
measurement.
Hence the model makes no statements about
the unmeasured or undisturbed atom; it can only
describe the results of measurements. In this
sense, the question of how an atom appears cannot
be answered.

Learning difficulties associated with the
quantum atomic ‘probability’ model
When teaching the probability model two main
learning problems emerge:
• Students tend to retain their preconceptions
(mainly planetary orbit or shell conceptions:
see table 1) or revert to their preconceptions
after teaching, and thus there is no longterm learning effect. The planetary orbit
preconception seems to be especially resistant
to change (Bethge 1992, Fischler and
Lichtfeldt 1992, Mueller and Wiesner 1999).
• Students construct alternative conceptions,
which differ significantly from the intended
models. In particular, they retain the belief
that the electrons are moving in the atom. This
is even the case for those students who accept
that electrons are not located on trajectories
in quantum mechanics, as they are in classical
physics (Bethge 1992).
In order to account for the origin of these
learning difficulties, especially the movement
aspect, a mode of analysis has been developed
which considers the possible influences of both
preconceptions and the taught content on the
learning of the student.
This analysis is
summarized diagrammatically (see figure 2) in
such a way that differences between the contents
that are taught (on the left-hand side) and the
concepts that the student constructs (on the righthand side) are made explicit. The influence of
the taught contents on the student’s concepts is
described in terms of the concept of ‘resonance’,
which is used to draw attention to the fact
that the learning outcome depends on the extent
of ‘fit’ between the taught contents and the
preconceptions of the student.
In the following analysis the potential
responses of a student to key elements of the
teaching are discussed in relation to previously
observed learning difficulties.
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Table 1. Comparison of the mentioned atomic models: key similarities and differences.
Spatial shell model

Electronium model

Planetary orbit model

Probability model

Key characteristics
interpretations of the solutions (Ψ-function, eigenenergies)
of the Schrödinger equation
electron consists of an
extended continuously
makes only statements about
electrons are fixed on
electrons orbit around the
distributed substance called the results of measurements;
spherical surfaces around the
nucleus
‘Electronium’, which is
an electron is found as a
nucleus
distributed around the
point object with a specific
nucleus;
probability at a certain
Electronium is a kind of
position
liquid
electron is a classical particle
electron is a quantum
Related models
models of Rutherford, Bohr,
electron or charge cloud
Bohr and Sommerfeld
model, orbital model
Movement of the electron
there is no movement of the electron in the atom in the case
of a stationary state
the electrons rotate on twodimensional (because of the
different results emerge from
the electron does not move
conservation of the angular
in a stationary state the
measurement of the position
momentum) orbits around
distribution is constant in
of different electrons;
the nucleus
time
electrons do not move on
classical trajectories
Fields of application and limitations
explanation of the stability of atoms
no explanation of the
stability of atoms

no calculation of energy
values

contradiction to electrostatic
laws: no repulsive forces
interact within the
Electronium of one electron,
but between the Electronium
of different electrons
explanation of excitation and light emission
calculation of the energy
levels of the hydrogen atom,
calculation of quantized quantities like energies
but no predictions of the
energy levels of higher atoms
contradiction to electrodynamical laws: accelerated
electron would emit
electromagnetic radiation

explanation of chemical
no explanation of chemical
bonds (Octet rule), but no
bonds
explanation for bond angles
no explanation for the results of measurement by scanning
tunnelling microscopy
not in agreement with quantum mechanics (e.g. Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, wave characteristics of electrons)

Electron = quantum
In figure 2, the student’s preconception (preconceptions are framed in bold rectangles) ‘electron
May 2002

explanation of chemical bonds
interpretation of the results of measurement by scanning
tunnelling microscopy as charge or probability density
in agreement with quantum mechanics (e.g. Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, wave characteristics of electrons)

as a classical particle’ is considered to have a fundamental influence on constructing the concept
of movement as part of the probability model.
According to the probability model the electron
PHYSICS EDUCATION
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Learning Environment

Cognitive System of the Student

Electron = Quantum
Point object; has wave and particle
properties

Electron = Classical Particle
No Resonance

Point object; like a little billiard ball

Quantum-Mechanical Measurement

Permanent Localisation

A measurement produces the properties and
changes the state of the object.

The electron has always the
property “precise
. position”.

No Resonance

Classical Measurement
A measurement makes the
properties of an object
available.

Probability
There is only a probability to find an electron at
a certain position if it is localised.

Probability = Subjective Lack of Knowledge
Non-congruent
Resonance

Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle
It is not possible that quantum objects
have simultaneously a precise position
and a precise momentum.

The precise position of the electron is not exactly
known.

Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle = Measuring Error
Non-congruent
Resonance

It is not possible to measure simultaneously the precise position
and the precise impetus.

Identical Electron
Dots are chronological measurements
of the same electron.

Different Electrons
Dots are
measurements of
different electrons
of different atoms.

Non-congruent
Resonance

Movements are continuous, because
objects can not appear and disappear.

No movement
The electron is not moving on
trajectories in the atom.

Continuous Movement

Movement
The electron is moving in the atom.

No Resonance

moving in zig-zag, jumping

smeared orbit

Figure 2. Learning difficulties, which may occur when teaching the probability model, are explained in terms of
the student’s preconceptions.

is seen as a quantum, which has both wave and
particle properties. When teaching this aspect it
may show no resonance (that means the teaching has no influence on the student’s conception),
since the student still sees the electron as a little
billiard ball. This is traced back to the fact that,
for the student, quanta and classical particles are
both point objects.
Quantum-mechanical measurement
Because the student sees the electron as a classical
particle, which is permanently localized (Mueller
and Wiesner 1999), measuring the position of
the electron involves making knowledge about
the position available. Thus it is likely that
teaching about the characteristics of the quantummechanical measurement (a measurement changes
the state of the electron) will show no resonance.
Probability
Teaching that there is only a certain probability
of finding the electron in a certain position, if the
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position of the electron is measured, is likely to
show non-congruent resonance. This means that
the conceptions of the student are influenced by
the taught content but differ significantly from it.
Thus the student typically believes that the electron
does have a precise position, but that there is a
subjective lack of knowledge (Bethge 1992, Petri
and Niedderer 1998), which results in its position
being not known exactly.
Heisenberg uncertainty principle
The student may explain the lack of knowledge
about the electron’s position in terms of the
Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle (Mueller and
Wiesner 1999).
The Uncertainty Principle
introduces the idea that it is impossible for a
quantum object to have a precise position and a
precise momentum at the same time. Because it
is very likely that the student does not share the
quantum-mechanical conception of measurement,
this is interpreted in terms of measuring errors or
lack of accuracy (Mueller and Wiesner 1999) and
leads to a non-congruent resonance.
May 2002
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Different electrons
If the student retains their preconception of classical measurement and does not understand that
a quantum-mechanical measurement changes the
state of the electron, the graphical representation
(figure 1), which shows the outcomes of measurements of electrons of different atoms, may also
cause a non-congruent resonance, as the student
interprets the dots as a chronology of measurements of the position of the same electron.
Figure 3. The Electronium model.

No movement
Because objects and classical particles in everyday
life cannot just appear and disappear in different
places without travelling between them, the
student may consider that the electron must jump
or move in some form of zig-zag within the
atom (Bethge 1992). Another possibility is that
the student constructs a smeared orbit conception
(Bethge 1992, Petri and Niedderer 1998), in which
the trajectory is no longer precise. This conception
is influenced by the student’s interpretation of the
Uncertainty Principle in terms of lack of accuracy
(Petri and Niedderer 1998). In summary, teaching
that the electron is not moving on trajectories is
likely to show no resonance.
Having identified these learning difficulties
which are likely to arise from teaching the
probability model, we now turn our attention to
the ‘Electronium’ model.

An alternative approach to teaching:
the Electronium model
The Electronium model is a quantum atomic
model, which is also based on the Schrödinger
equation. It has been developed for teaching at
secondary school level as part of the Karlsruhe
Physics Course (Herrmann 2000) and attempts to
structure the physics content to take account of
students’ preconceptions. The preconceptions are
not viewed as something to be ‘overcome’ but are
used as a starting point, which can be worked on
in order to achieve understanding of the accepted
scientific view.
Fundamental to the Electronium approach
is a change in perspective, which involves
introducing a substance model, instead of
focusing on a particle model. All the defined
extensive quantities (energy, momentum, angular
momentum, electric charge, amount of substance,
May 2002

entropy) and the field are seen as a substantial fluid
or ‘stuff’ rather than as an abstract mathematical
quantity. Within the atom, the electron is seen
as an extended object, consisting of the substance
Electronium, which is distributed around the
nucleus. Electronium is not particulate in nature
but is a continuum with varying density. The
absolute square of the -function is interpreted
as being proportional to the density of the
Electronium, and in the ground state the density
of the Electronium decreases continuously away
from the centre of the atom (see figure 3). In
stationary states the form of the Electronium
is constant with time; there is no element of
movement. In the case of a transition from a high
to a lower state the charge distribution changes and
this redistribution of charge causes an emission of
electromagnetic radiation. If the position of the
electron is measured, the charge concentrates at a
point. |(r)|2 is then interpreted as a measure of
the probability for the transition from the state in
which the electron is distributed over the whole
space to the state in which the electron is found at
that particular position.
This interpretation is not totally new:
Schrödinger also interpreted the absolute square
of the -function multiplied by the total charge
as the charge density. Chemists also talk about
orbitals as ‘charge/electron clouds’.
An analysis of the predicted responses of a
student to the teaching of key elements of the
Electronium model is presented in figure 4.
Extended electron
The fundamental difference from the probability
model is that the electron is seen as an extended
object instead of a point object. It is predicted
that teaching the content ‘extended electron is
PHYSICS EDUCATION
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Learning Environment

Cognitive System of the Student
Extended Electron

Extended Electron
distributed over the whole
space

Congruent
Resonance

Liquid

Liquid
Electronium is a kind of
liquid.

distributed over the whole space

Congruent
Resonance

Electronium is a kind of
liquid.

Liquid = Static Continuum
Continuum
Electronium is continuously
distributed.

Continuum
Congruent
Resonance

Electronium is continuously
distributed.

Need of Empty
Space for Moving
No Movement
in a stationary state

No Movement
Congruent
Resonance

in a stationary state

Figure 4. Assumed positive effects when teaching the Electronium model.

distributed over the whole space’ will show
congruent resonance (that means the taught
content and the student’s conception of that
content are equivalent).
Liquid–continuum
Because many students imagine that electron
clouds consist of particles, which are the electrons
themselves (like a cloud in the sky consists of
droplets of water, Harrison and Treagust 1996),
Electronium is not introduced as a cloud but as
a kind of liquid, with the intention that this will
support development of a continuum conception.
It is known that students in lower secondary
school often conceptualize liquids in terms of a
static continuum. Indeed, Fischler and Peuckert
(1997) found that 75% of a cohort of students
still believe that water is a continuum at the
beginning of the upper secondary school level
(age 17). It is therefore predicted that if the
teaching of the ‘Electronium as a kind of liquid’
shows congruent resonance, this will support a
continuum conception.
No movement
It is assumed that the concept of ‘Electronium-ascontinuum’ will, in turn, support the construction
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of the conception that there is no movement of the
electron in the atom in a stationary state, because
of the student’s belief that an object needs empty
space for movement. Following the findings set
out in the previous section, in relation to the
probability model, the congruent resonance of the
‘no movement’ aspect is considered to be one of
the main learning goals for this approach.

Resulting teaching hypotheses for the
Electronium model
The following teaching hypotheses follow from
the analyses set out above. Because learning is
seen as a developmental process involving the
cognitive system of a student, which is influenced
but not determined by the teaching, the hypotheses
can only predict the potential construction of
conceptions.
Teaching hypothesis 1: Liquid–continuous. An
analogy between Electronium and liquids
may support the development of a conception
of Electronium as being continuous rather
than particulate in nature.
Teaching hypothesis 2: Movement of the electrons. A view of Electronium as being continuous in nature may support the development
May 2002
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of conceptions of atoms in which electrons are
not moving if they are in stationary states.
Teaching hypothesis 3: Acceptance of the Electronium conception by students. The visual
appearance of the Electronium as a substance
may support its acceptance by students.

Experiences with teaching the
Electronium model
Because atomic physics is not a compulsory part
of the curriculum in lower secondary school in
Germany, the Electronium model is rarely taught
at the school level for which it was originally
developed. The model is, however, used in
two different German teaching approaches for the
upper secondary school level. One was developed
at the Humboldt University in Berlin (Werner
2000), the other at the University of Bremen
(Niedderer et al 1997).
In the following paper in this issue a case study
of the responses of two students to the teaching of
the Electronium model, in the framework of the
Bremen teaching approach, will be presented. The
case will be made that the Electronium model can
be considered to offer a successful teaching tool.
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